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On our cover this issue we have focused on Ukraine, an eastern 
European nation. This picturesque, verdant land crisscrossed with
steppes and plateaus is interspersed with several rivers like the Dnieper,
Seversky Donets and Dniester that flow into the Black Sea and the Sea
of  Azov. There are several highland areas with the Carpathian
Mountains in the country’s west being most impressive. The port of
Odessa is world famous.

The country has significant potential and opportunities. It has well-
developed manufacturing and is strong in logistics—some of  the
prominent industries include machine-building, mining, metallurgy,
chemicals, petrochemicals, transportation and agro-based ones. The
country also takes strong positions in nuclear power engineering—in
2017 nuclear power plants produced 55.1 per cent of  the country’s total
electricity, aircraft engineering, and rocket and space industry. In the last
quarter century over 150 carrier rockets have been manufactured and
launched from Ukraine while 370 spacecraft at the request of  24
countries have been put into orbit. It is one of  the six nations in the
world that can take up entire turnkey projects for manufacturing of
airplanes, from the conceptualizing to the designing and building stage.
It also remains one of  the world’s top steel producers and its energy
equipment is exported to over 100 countries.

Elsewhere in the magazine we’ve articles that talk about Afghanistan,
Bangladesh, Mexico, Morocco. We’ve a strong section on business and
governance, and another one on the Indian diaspora.

Hope you find navigating our pages useful.

Editor’s Desk

Sayantan Chakravarty 
(sayantanc@gmail.com)
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PM MODI INTERACTS WITH SOUTH ASIAN LEADERS

IndIa, afghanIstan LEadERs mEEt

Indian Prime Minister Mr Narendra Modi meeting Afghanistan President 
Dr Mohammad Ashraf Ghani at Hyderabad House, New Delhi in September

I
ndia reiterated its commitment and support to
Kabul’s efforts towards an Afghan-led, Afghan-
owned and Afghan-controlled peace and
reconciliation process at a meeting between Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and Afghan President

Ashraf  Ghani in New Delhi in September. 
According to a statement issued by the External Affairs

Ministry, the two countries also agreed to strengthen their
cooperation at various international fora and decided to work
even more closely with their regional and international
partners for prosperity, peace, stability and progress in the
region. They also expressed determination to strengthen
connectivity among the two countries, including through
Chabahar port and direct air-freight corridor. Mr Ghani
briefed Mr Modi on the initiatives by his government towards
peace and reconciliation and also in confronting the challenges
of  terrorism and extremism imposed on Afghanistan and its
people. Mr Modi condemned terrorist attacks and violence in
Afghanistan and expressed solidarity with the people and
national defence forces in their fight against terrorism.

He expressed India’s “unwavering commitment” to
support the efforts of  the Afghanistan government to
continue as a united, peaceful, inclusive and democratic
nation and emerge as an economically vibrant country. 

The two leaders reviewed the progress of  the multi-

faceted India-Afghanistan strategic partnership and
expressed satisfaction at the increase in bilateral trade that
has crossed the USD 1 billion mark. 

During the meeting, the two countries also agreed to
deepen their partnership in the areas of  high impact
projects in Afghanistan in the fields of  infrastructure,
human resources development and other capacity building
projects. According to official sources here, Mr Ghani
appreciated the decision of  India and China to jointly work
on projects and programmes in Afghanistan. The two Asian
giants are planning to start their partnership in Afghanistan
with a training programme for Afghan diplomats in
October. Mr Modi, the sources said, also sought long-term
business visas for Indian businessmen to boost bilateral
trade. The India-backed Shahtoot dam that will be crucial
for drinking water in Kabul also came up for discussions.
“We hope we can move closer to its finalisation,” a source
said. Among other issues that came up for discussion, it is
learnt, are a low cost housing project in Nangarhar
province, irrigation projects, polishing of  gems, food
processing and export of  marbles to India.

During the meeting, Mr Modi expressed concern over the
six Indian workers who were abducted in Afghanistan in May
this year. Mr Ghani said he was personally monitoring the
issue and assured Mr Modi of  the workers’ safe release. �
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IndIa, BangLadEsh mEmBERs of
samE famILy: Pm modI

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Prime Minister of Bangladesh Sheikh Hasina jointly unveiled the 
plaque for the ground-breaking ceremony of two projects: India-Bangladesh Friendship Pipeline and the 

Dhaka-Tongi-Joydebpur Railway Project via video conference in New Delhi in September

P
rime Minister Narendra Modi in September
described India and Bangladesh as members of
the same family while inaugurating with his
Bangladesh counterpart Prime Minister Sheikh
Hasina a pipeline project and a railway project

connecting the two countries.
“Geographically we may be neighbours, but in our hearts

we are members of  the same family,” Modi said while
addressing the event via video-conferencing from New
Delhi. “We have shown the world, what can be achieved
when neighbours work together,” he said, adding that there
has been unprecedented progress in cooperation between
the two sides in the last few years.

The India-Bangladesh Friendship Pipeline connecting
Siliguri in India with Parbatipur in Bangladesh will transport
petroleum products from Numaligarh Refinery in Assam.

Of  its 129-km length, five km is in India and the rest is
in Bangladesh. At the same event, the ground-breaking
ceremony of  the Dhaka-Tongi-Jaydebpur railway project was
also held. The two projects come a little over a week after

both the Prime Ministers inaugurated two railway projects
and an electricity project connecting the two countries on
September 10.

Stating that the pipeline will further boost bilateral
cooperation, Mr Modi said that energy was the cornerstone
of  any country’s development. “The pipeline will help in the
development of  the northern Bangladesh. Though it is being
done with grant-financing from India, the project will be
dedicated to the people and government of  Bangladesh once
completed,” he said.

Mr Modi said the railway project will bring relief  to road
traffic in Bangladesh. Speaking from Dhaka, PM Hasina said
that ever since she formed her government in Bangladesh in
2009, she has been working relentlessly to deepen ties with
India. She thanked Mr Modi for the two new projects which
she said will help in the development of  Bangladesh.

External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj and Petroleum
Minister Dharmendra Pradhan joined the video conference
from Delhi and Bangladeshi Foreign Minister Abul Hassan
Mahmood Ali from Dhaka. �
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COUNTRY FOCUS—MOROCCO

Morocco woos 
IndIan tourIsts

T
he North African nation of  Morocco, bordering
the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, in
September opened a full-fledged Moroccan
National Tourism Office in New Delhi in a bid to
woo Indian tourists.

“Morocco has a lot of  potential in the tourism sector,”
Mohammed Sajid, the Moroccan Minister of  Tourism, Air
Transport, Handicraft and Social Economy, said at an event to
mark the office’s inauguration. “We (Morocco and India) are
open to each other’s cultures,” Sajid said, adding that “we can
learn a lot from each other’s tourism sectors and create jobs”.
According to Sajid, the new office in New Delhi will help

Morocco in planning various strategic promotional and
awareness programmes to tap the robust tourism sector in
India. He said that his ministry and the Indian Tourism
Ministry also signed a memorandum of  understanding (MoU)
earlier in the day. “We are going to sign an agreement on air
transport between Air India and Royal Air Maroc,” Sajid stated.
Stating that Morocco has 17 tourism promotion offices in the
world, Adel El Fakir, Director General and Chief  Executive
Officer of  the Moroccan National Tourist Office, said that the
newest office in New Delhi “is a very strategic office for us”.
“We had 1.3 billion tourists last year,” El Fakir said.

Tourism remains a vital pillar of  the Moroccan economy and
the country’s second biggest employer after agriculture. Indian
tourists are known to be among the world’s highest-spending
globetrotters. “Their spending power has been estimated to be
four times that of  the Chinese and Japanese which justifies the
need for a planned strategic campaign for Morocco in India,”
the Moroccan Embassy here said in a statement. �

Mr K J Alphons, Indian Minister of State for Tourism (Independent Charge), and 
Mr Mohamed Sajid, Minister of Tourism of Morocco, jointly witness the signing of an agreement 

between ITDC, India and SMIT, Morocco in September in New Delhi
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Fostering India-Bangla ties
The economic prosperity of  India and Bangladesh could

be improved by developing border infrastructure and
removing basic trade barriers, top politicians and experts
said at a seminar in Agartala in September. Tripura Chief
Minister Biplab Kumar Deb, who inaugurated the seminar,
said the under-construction bridge over river Feni in
southern Tripura would make easier the transportation of
goods between the northeastern states and the rest of  the
world via the Chittagong sea port in Bangladesh.

The Haldia port near Kolkata is 1,220 km from Assam
while the Chittagong international port is less than 70 km
from Sabroom in Tripura, he said. The Chief  Minister
promised that the bridge would be operational by December
next year and accessing Chittagong port would become
much easier. The Agartala Press Club organised the seminar
on “Strengthening Indo-Bangladesh relationship” and many
experts and politicians from both the countries took part in
the event. “For the development of  Tripura and other
northeastern states, many construction materials can be
imported from Bangladesh or can be transported via that
country. The Bangladesh government will also earn huge
revenue from these transportation businesses,” the Chief
Minister said.

Former Governor of  Bangladesh Bank (its central bank)
Atiur Rahman said the two countries in recent years had
resolved decades’ old issues including exchange of  162
enclaves (Chhitmahals) and maritime boundaries. “The
friendly ties of  the two neighbours and each other’s
economic prosperity could be further improved by
developing border infrastructure and removing remaining
barriers. However, India and Bangladesh are still facing
three major challenges—political, infrastructural and
regulatory. Bureaucracy is the main obstacle in making

Mr Biplab Kumar Deb

investment and speedy growth of  trade,” he said.
Federation of  Bangladesh Chamber of  Commerce and

Industry (FBCCI) President, Shafiul Islam Mohiuddin
urged the media for ensuring objective reporting on the
issues relating to India and Bangladesh. Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina’s Media Adviser Iqbal Sobhan Chowdhury
said she was keen to develop deeper ties with India and its
northeast that sheltered over one crore people who fled
Bangladesh during the 1971 liberation war. “Bangladesh’s
increasing bilateral ties with India will continue to boost
the economy of  both the countries. The two neighbours
are working in various sectors for mutual benefits.
However, the visa norms should be further simplified,”
he said.

The Agartala Press Club Secretary Pranab Sarkar and
editor Subal Kumar Dey stressed on the need for more such
interactions and sharing of  views to eliminate the
misconception over some issues.

GDP grows at 8.2 per cent
An upswing in manufacturing activity accelerated India’s

GDP growth rate for the first quarter of  2018-19 to 8.2 per
cent, official data has shown.

According to the Central Statistics Office (CSO), the
GDP at 2011-12 prices in the first quarter (Q1) of  2018-19
registered growth rate of  8.2 per cent, up from 7.7 per cent
reported for Q4 of  2017-18. “The economic activities
which registered growth of  over 7 percent in Q1 of  2018-
19 over Q1 of  2017-18 are manufacturing, electricity, gas,
water supply and other utility services, construction and
public administration, defence and other services,” a
statement by Ministry of  Statistics and Programme
Implementation has said. “The growth in the agriculture,
forestry and fishing, mining and quarrying, trade, hotels,
transport, communication and services related to
broadcasting and financial, real estate and professional

services is estimated to be 5.3 per cent, 0.1 per cent, 6.7 per
cent, and 6.5 per cent respectively during this period.”
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Diplomatic News
Bangladesh Hc attends 

Gujarat convocation

B
angladesh High Commissioner Syed Muazzem
Ali attended the 4th Convocation of  Gujarat
Forensic Sciences University (GFSU) at
Gandhinagar, Gujarat, as a guest of  honour, on
August 23, 2018. Hon’ble Prime Minister of

India H.E. Narendra Modi attended the convocation as the
Chief  Guest. Ambassadors and diplomats of  nineteen foreign
missions based in New Delhi attended the Convocation at the
invitation of  the University.  Prime Minister Narendra Modi
greeted the Envoys during the convocation.

The GFSU, the only forensic university in the world, has
good association with Bangladesh. Bangladesh has signed
an MOU with the Gujarat Forensic Sciences University,
wherein our police officers come here for training every
year. Since 2010, around 200 officers from Bangladesh have
received training here on forensic sciences.On the sidelines
of  the Convocation, Bangladesh High Commissioner held
meeting with the University authorities and discussed on
possible ways to further consolidate ourexisting links with
the University and explore newer areas of  cooperation, to
further strengthen the expertise of  Bangladeshi Police
Officers to counter the growing challenge of  Cyber Crime.

Later the following day, the High Commissioner visited
the Maharaja Sayajirao University of  Baroda at Vadodara in
Gujarat. He held meeting with the Chancellor of  the
University, Her Highness Rajmata Shubhangini Raje

Gaekwad and the Vice Chancellor, Professor Parimal Vyas
separately to discuss and explore possible areas of
cooperation with the University. He also visited various
faculties of  the University and met the students from
Bangladesh who are currently studying in this University.

Maharaja Sayajirao University has very deep historical
and cultural link with Bangladesh. One of  the greatest
writers of  Bengali literature, Syed Mujtaba Ali taught at the
University for 8 years from 1936-1944 at the invitation of
the then king Maharaja Sayajirao Gaekwad.

PM Mr Modi exchanges greetings with Bangladesh 
High Commissioner H.E. Syed Muazzem Ali

Prime Minister Mr Narendra Modi with envoys at the Gandhinagar Convocation
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select Indians receive 
top Mexican honor

A
t the 208th anniversary celebrations of
Mexico’s independence in New Delhi, the
Embassy of  Mexico in India conferred the
highest distinction awarded by the Mexican
government to foreigners in recognition of

their outstanding services to Mexico or to humanity on three
eminent Indians. H.E. Melba Pría, Ambassador of  Mexico to
India, presented the Decoration of  the Mexican Order of
the Aztec Eagle to Dr. Raghupati Singhania, Chairman &
Managing Director, JK Tyre & Industries Ltd, President of
JK Tornel S.A. De C.V., Mexico; Ambassador Chokila Iyer,
former Indian ambassador in Mexico; and Mrs. Ela Bhatt,
social activist and founder of  women’s organization SEWA.

Dr. Raghupati Singhania has distinguished himself  by his
business leadership, affecting the commercial and investment

relationship between Mexico and India, through the acquisition
of  Mexican tyre company Tornel, by JK Tyres in March 2008,
for approximately 65.5 million dollars. Highlighting Dr.
Singhania’s contribution towards changing the dynamics of
trade between Mexico and India, Ambassador Melba Pria
commented, “Many came before him, but he was the one that
turned it around.” Former Ambassador Chokila Iyer was
recognised for her contributions towards furthering bilateral
relations between Mexico and India, as her country’s 17th
ambassador to Mexico.

Mrs. Ela Ramesh Bhatt, social activist, and founder of
SEWA, is distinguished by her work in favor of  women
empowerment in India. SEWA is an organisation of  poor,
self-employed women workers, who earn a living through
their own labour or small businesses. �

H.E. Melba Pria, Ambassador of Mexico, with Mrs Ela
Ramesh Bhatt, social activist and Founder, SEWA

Mexican Ambassador with former Ambassador 
and Foreign Secretary Chokila Iyer

Mexican Ambassador with Dr Raghupati Singhania, 
CMD, J K Tyre & Industries

Mexican musicians’ group Arpa Grande 
Ensemble of Tepalcatepec

The Embassy of Mexico in India marked the celebrations of Mexico’s 
National Day in New Delhi with the conferment of the “Mexican Order 

of the Aztec Eagle” on three distinguished Indian personalities



U
kraine is a European country with significant
potential and opportunities. It has well de-
veloped machine-building, mining and met-
allurgical, chemical, petrochemical, transport
and agro-industrial complexes. The country

takes strong positions in nuclear power engineering, aircraft
engineering and the rocket and space industry. Ukraine is
one of  the 6 countries in the world that can provide manu-
facturing of  a plane from designing to building. In 2017 nu-
clear power plants produced 55.1% of  the total electricity in
the country.

Ukraine is among the top 12 largest steel producing na-
tions. In 2017 the steel manufacturing volume amounted to
61.2 million tons. Energy equipment produced in Ukraine is
exported to more than 100 countries of  the world. Over the
past 25 years more than 150 carrier rockets have been man-
ufactured and launched by Ukraine. The country put into
orbit 370 spacecraft at the request of  24 countries. On the
territory of  Ukraine there are 4 out of  10 European trans-
port corridors as well as 170,000 km of  roads, 21,000 km of
railways, over 40,000 km of  pipelines. In addition, there are
13 sea ports with Odessa andst ports in the world.

In 2017 93,5 billion cubic meters of  natural gas and
more than 13,9 million tons of  oil were supplied to Euro-
pean countries via Ukrainian trunk pipelines. The railways
network of  Ukraine accounts for 82% freight and about
50% passenger traffic carried by all types of  transport in
the country. In terms of  freight traffic, the Ukrainian rail-
road is ranked fourth in the Euro-Asian continent. Along
with 18 partner-countries Ukraine is working on the possi-
bility of  improving multimodal transportation between the
regions of  the Baltic, Black and Caspian Seas using rail,
road, river, sea and ferry services.

Having a quarter of  the world’s black soil reserves,
Ukraine produces and exports large volumes of  agricultural
products and food to 164 countries. It ranks 1st in the world
as an exporter of  sunflower oil, 4th in barley and corn, 5th in
honey and walnuts, 6th in wheat, 7th in soybean and chicken
meat. In 2017 supplies of  agricultural products to foreign
markets increased to USD 17.9 billion. The share of  this sec-
tor in shaping the GDP of  Ukraine has increased to 18.4%.
Ukraine is open for further development of  trade, invest-
ment and cooperative ties with all regions of  the world.

It provides the most favorable regime to 175 countries
of  the world and a preferential import duty with an average
rate of  3.99% for 65.7% of  goods imported into Ukraine
from these countries.

In turn, since putting into force on January 1, 2016 of
the Agreement on Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Area between Ukraine and the European Union, Ukraine
has received more liberal access conditions to the EU mar-
ket. As a result, in 2017 Ukraine’s export of  goods to the
EU grew by 30% and reached a record 17.5 billion USD—
twice higher than other foreign countries. EU’s share in
Ukraine’s total commodity export exceeded 40%.

Ukraine has world-renowned research innovative devel-
opments in the fields of  welding materials, nanotechnology,
biotechnology, hydrogen energy, artificial intellect and oth-
ers. Also, 39 industrial parks were initiated in Ukraine for
introduction of  innovative projects for a period between 30
and 50 years.

Most attractive sectors for foreign investment

Agribusiness

Agriculture is one of  the promising sectors of  Ukraine’s
economy, accounting for over 18% of  GDP.

Agri-tech

Ukraine provides opportunities to develop agricultural
clusters that could promote designing, testing and manu-
facturing of  the latest agri-technologies.

Energy & Gas

The restructuring of  Naftogaz by 2020 will allow trans-
parent and free third party access to Ukrainian gas trans-
portation.

Electricity sector

Ukraine’s electricity sector consists of  more than thirty
power plants, among them fourteen are thermal and another
four are nuclear plants.

Nuclear power

Nuclear power is the main resource for electricity gen-
eration in Ukraine. It exactly meets half  the country’s elec-
tricity needs.

PORTRAIT OF MODERN 

UKRAINE
In 2018 Ukraine marked its 27th Anniversary of Independence
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Alternative energy

By state estimations, total investment in alternative en-
ergy sector may reach 18 billion USD by 2020.

Solar energy

The Government estimates that there is a 4 GW poten-
tial for annual solar energy production in Ukraine.

Wind

Industry experts have identified a range of  promising
regions as most suitable for wind power development.

Biomass

Ukraine’s agricultural sector is expected to generate in-
creasing amounts of  agricultural and forestry waste, major
resources for biomass-based heat and power generation.

Information technology

In 2018 the growth of  the IT industry is expected to
reach 25% with total revenues likely to increase to USD 4.5
billion.

Infrastructure

Ukraine’s vast road, rail, air and sea infrastructure makes
the country an important transit corridor for trade between
Europe, Asia and the Middle East.

Railways

On an annual basis, the rail network handles 82% of  the
nation’s freight and almost 50% of  the passenger traffic
crisscrossing the country.

Roads

Ukraine has an extensive highway network of  170,000 km.

Maritime

All of  the country’s ports along the Black Sea provide
year-round access to the Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic
Ocean.

Aviation transport

Ukraine has 23 major airports, 12 of  them international.

Aerospace and technology

The Antonov State Company is known for designing
and manufacturing of  AN-225 Mriya, the world’s largest
cargo transport plane.

Manufacturing

Heavy industry—Machine building

Over 25% of  the population is employed by 
manufacturing companies that have enabled Ukraine to 
become a global competitor in automotive, aerospace and
shipbuilding.

Aviation

The assembling capacities of  the aviation industry’s 
enterprises of  Ukraine allow manufacture of  up to 24
planes of  Antonov’s chain per year.

Shipbuilding

There are over 35 major state companies engaged in 
design and construction of  a wide range of  vessels.

Light Industry

There are selective hubs of  manufacturing in areas such
as pharmaceuticals, electrical equipment, plastic and rubber
products, food processing and textiles. The clothing 
industry is experiencing a boom. �
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MONGOLIA-INDIA RELATIONS

India and Mongolia enjoy centuries-long spiritual bonds
and a shared civilization. Thus, they attach particular im-
portance to their relations and Mongolia considers India as
her “Third Neighbor”. Their collaborations are exponen-
tially growing in multiple areas including economy.

One. When Honourable Narendra Modi, Prime Minis-
ter of  India announced to offer one billion $ Line of  Credit
(LoC) during his state visit to Mongolia in May, 2015, the
two governments have encountered the daunting task to
identify where and how to use it most effective way.

After a series of  surveys, numerous talks were held to
select areas to implement sustainable and economically vi-
able project, the Mongolian government made its choice to
apply it in key areas of  railways, agriculture and processing
industry, in particular the oil sector. This decision, I assume,
took into consideration of  specific geography and economy
of  Mongolia like as land-locked, sparsely populated enor-
mous land, which is richly endowed with natural resources,
abundant animal husbandry and land cultivation as well as
booming sector of  mining, proximate to almost insatiable
markets.

Mongolia produces crude oil while it imports refined pe-
troleum. In doing so she spends roughly $1.5 billion annu-
ally for buying petroleum and lubricated materials.
Henceforth, decision to build up oil refinery should help
reduce, if  not eradicate, such kind of  dual dependence. It
would also give her ample opportunity to reallocate much
needed foreign exchanges for other acute needs. Moreover,
hundreds of  new job places would reduce unemployment
and poverty too.

The decision has been ratified by the Parliament and en-
thusiastically endorsed by the Government of  India. With
that issues of  location, modality and timing to take maxi-
mum benefit of  LoC have actually turned into a stage of
realization of  project documents augmented by law and rel-
evant regulations of  the two countries.

Thus, as a nodal agency fledgling but vibrant public
company with a title of  Mongolian Refinery (MR) has been
formed up accordingly. With direct involvement of  EXIM
Bank of  India tendering has been announced among the In-
dian companies with big names in hydrocarbon sector. The

Engineers India Limited (EIL) has been selected as con-
sultant to develop preliminary feasibility studies report. By
the way EIL is over 50 years young, one of  the icons in en-
gineering consultant for oil sector with enormous national
and international experience. It has numerous feathers to
its hat including over five thousand assignments consisting
of  four hundred major projects valued at capex of  more
than $200 bln. Their partnering is gearing to carry forward
this pivotally important mission.

Having had their terms and condition scrutinized they
are now at concluding phase for making finishing touches
on the project documents. So as basic and detailed project
technical reports finalized to be reviewed by bodies like
Mineral resource and Science and technological councils by
the Ministry of  Heavy Industry and Mine coincided by con-
struction of  local infrastructures like high ways, railways and
electricity grid that will be commissioned by June, 2019.

Two. Currently, selection of  project monitoring, con-
sulting and implementing agents are expected to be made
as time-bound plan goes. On June 22, 2018 ground break-
ing for the oil refinery is launched in the southern part
Mongolia. This GOI funded first ever refinery project in
Mongolia is expected to initiate the next industrialization

by Gonchig Ganbold

ANOTHER LANDMARK 

IS IN HATCHING
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wave in the country. The ground-breaking ceremony was
attended by Mongolian Prime Minister Ukhnaa Khurel-
sukh and Shri Rajnath Singh, Home Minister, GOI, who
said, “The refinery would unleash a new page in history of  our bi-

lateral relations and cooperation and become an impetus to our

Strategic Partnership”. Prime Minister U. Khurelsukh, Mon-
golia pointed out that “A long standing desire of  Mongolians

to have indigenous refinery is being realized today with the laying

down of  its foundation stone. On behalf  of  all Mongolians and the

people who live in Dornogobi province let me extend earnest grate-

ful to Shri Rajnath Singh, Home Minister for his participation to

this historic event”.
The oil refinery in southern part of  Mongolia at Altan-

shiree soum of  Dornogovi province will occupy 150 hectare
of  land. The refinery is small by any standards, as India’s
similar facility at Panipat, Haryana has estimated capacity
of  10 mln tones and Reliance Industries running one refin-
ery at 1.2 mln barrel a day.

However, it will have a capacity of  processing 1.5 mln
tonnes of  crude oil per year (30 thousand barrels) per day
which at present is being exported and estimated to have
reserve of  40 years.

The cost of  the refinery is evaluated as of  now $1.23
bln and will have its own 33 MW power plant. The refin-
ery’s financing is part of  a $1bln LoC agreement between
Mongolia and Export-Import Bank of  India. This new proj-

ect planned for completion in late 2022 will meet most if
not all of  Mongolia’s need for gasoline, diesel and LPG and
reimburse its cost within initial 10 years.

Thus, as local infrastructure on the site is being built by
next June, actual construction activities would begin. Thus,
host of  things need to be accomplished in coming months.

Thus, we wish every success to EIL and MR’s joint en-
deavor to build up another land mark in our bilateral eco-
nomic cooperation. �

—Gonchig GANBOLD, Ambas-

sador of  Mongolia studied in Ulaan-

baatar, New Delhi, Moscow, Oxford,

Geneva, Hawaii and Munich. Joined

the Mongolia’s Diplomatic service in

1980, since then worked at Mongolian

embassies in New Delhi (1988-1991,

1996-2000 and 2015- ), Washington

D.C., London as well as Ministry of

Finance and National Security Coun-

cil. He presented his Credentials to the President of  India on 2 Sep-

tember, 2015. He contributes pieces to electronic and print media

including INDIA EMPIRE magazine and has translated two dozen

books including “The Modi Effect” by Lance Price, “The President

Kh.Battulga, Whom I Know” by D.Turmunkh, published by the Ha-

ranand Publications.
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dIPLoMats to IndIa EMPIrE
The Foreign Policy initiatives under the current Government of
Bangladesh led by Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina always manifest
unwavering commitment toward stronger regional ties. BIMSTEC
forum as a tool for economic development through regional

integration bears great meaning and significance for Bangladesh. We
draw inspiration for peace and development from the Father of our
Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman who in his speech on 6
February 1972 in Kolkata had said, “Let there be an end, once for all,
to the sterile policy of confrontation between neighbours. Let us not
fritter away our national resources but use them to lift the standard of

living of our people… We will be wanting to cooperate with all
concerned for creating an area of peace in South Asia.” Our Hon’ble
Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina was one of the four founding leaders
who had inspired the launching of the BIMSTEC in 1997. Her
government attaches high priority to transform the BIMSTEC
process more dynamic, effective and to strengthening the

institutional mechanism for bringing out more results. Hosting the
BIMSTEC Secretariat since 2014 in Dhaka is a testimony of our

commitment to the BIMSTEC process.
—H.E. Mr. Syed Muazzem Ali, 

High Commissioner of Bangladesh to India

India and Uzbekistan enjoy centuries-long friendship ties. Today
friendly relations between our two nations are developing with new
dynamics. IT and innovation are among important areas of bilateral

cooperation. The Uzbek-Indian joint IT Center named after
Jawaharlal Nehru in Tashkent serves as an effective platform to
implement joint projects. Besides, infrastructure, tourism,

agriculture and mining sectors also present promising opportunities.
This year Uzbekistan eased visa procedures for citizens of many
countries, including those of India and we expect significant growth
of Indian tourists to Uzbekistan to take enjoy heritage, family, ziyarat,

adventure, wedding and eco-tourism.
—H.E. Mr. Farhod Arziev, Ambassador 
of the Republic of Uzbekistan to India

Lao People’s Democratic Republic has enjoyed longstanding friendly
and mutually supportive relation with lndia. Pursuant to the 8th
Meeting of Lao-India JCM held in New Delhi on 10th  August 2015,
Laos and India agreed to further enhance and develop their Defence

and Military cooperation as regular training on Unexploded
Ordnance (UXO), Mines and improvised Explosive Devices (IED)

extended by Indian Army, providing by Indian Army Training Team of
English language and computer training course to the military
officers of the Lao people’s Army and the Construction of the Air
Force Academy in Xieng Khouang Province. In the coming year the
Minister of defence of Lao P.D.R. will also pay an official visit India. 

—H.E. Mr. Southam SAKONHNINHOM, 
Ambassador of the Lao P.D.R. to India

We would welcome views and comments from Missions at sayantanc@gmail.com
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601
nEw ruPEE 
BILLIonaIrEs

A
s per the report, in 2014, there were 230
billionaires or multi-billionaires, which shot
up to 831 in the 2018 in the BHI Rich List.
Earlier, in 2012, the figure was a modest 59
billionaires, which climbed to 141 in 2013.

But after notching 230 billionaires in 2014, the list has
grown phenomenally with 296 (2015), 339 (2016), 617

(2017) and now 831 billionaires in 2018. Similarly, the
number of  USD billionaires in India in the past seven years
at the prevailing exchange rates has shot up from 59 (2012)
to 141 (2018) as the USD’s value grew from INR 55.60 to
INR 68.40 during the period.

Among women, there was only one self-made billionaire
in 2013, which increased to 11 in 2018. Women multi-

India added a whopping 601 new billionaires since 2014, with

reliance Industries Ltd chairman Mukesh ambani topping 

the ‘Barclays Hurun India rich List-2018’ for the seventh

consecutive year with an estimated wealth of rs 371,000 crore
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Mr Mukesh Ambani

Mr Azim Premji Mr Dilip Shanghvi Mr Uday Kotak Mr Cyrus Poonawalla

Mr L N MittalMr G P Hinduja and Mr S P Hinduja

billionaires shot up from just five in 2013 to 136 this year.
The cumulative wealth of  these 831 individuals featured in
the latest list stands at USD 719 billion, or one-quarter of
the Indian GDP of  USD 2,848 billion as per the IMF’s
April 2018 estimates. After Ambani, next comes S.P.
Hinduja and family of  Hinduja Group with estimated
wealth of  Rs 159,000 crore, Arcelor-Mittal’s L.N. Mittal and
family at Rs 114,500 crore in the top bracket.

Following them are: Wipro’s Azim Premji at Rs 96,100
crore, Sun Pharmaceuticals Ltd’s Dilip Shanghvi at Rs
89,700 crore, Kotak Mahindra Bank’s Uday Kotak at Rs
78,600 crore, Serum Institute of  India’s Cyrus Poonawalla
at Rs 73,000 crore, Adani Group’s Gautam Adani and family
at Rs 71,200 crore, Shapoorji Pallonji Mistry’s Cyrus P.
Mistry at Rs 69,400 crore.

Five of  the Top 10 belong to Maharashtra, one each
from Gujarat and Karnataka, two are London-based and
one is in Monaco, as per the rich list. As expected, the
country’s commercial capital Mumbai tops the billionaires’
list with 233 names, followed by New Delhi at 163 and IT
capital Bengaluru at 70, said Barclays Private Clients CEO

S.N. Bansal. The annual list is a compilation of  the super-
richest Indians having a net worth of  Rs 1,000 crore or
more. This number has increased by a staggering one-third
- from 617 in 2017 to 831 in 2018, said Hurun Report
India’s Managing Director Rahman Junaid.

While 306 new entrants made it to the list this year, 75
of  those featured in 2017 failed to find a place in the super
exclusive club this year. “The Indian edition of  the list is
the fastest growing rich list in the world, highlighting the
optimism of  a young, vibrant and ambitious country,”
Junaid pointed out. As far as top wealthy business clans are
concerned, more than 50 percent of  the businesses listed
in the 2018 rich list belong to just 10 Indian families -
Ambani, Godrej, Hinduja, Mistry, Shanghvi, Nadar, Adani,
Damani, Lohia and Burman.

Four of  these family-run businesses are in the first-
generation and second generation, one is in third generation
and one in fifth generation of  operations. “Wealth creation
in India is growing at an unprecedented pace, and the time
it takes to accumulate wealth is shorter than before,” said
Bansal at the report launch. �
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Flipkart acquires 
Israeli startup

“The acquisition enables us to help sellers boost sales and
serve customers better with Upstream’s advanced and data
science-based intelligent solutions,” said the city-based retail
giant Walmart-owned company in a statement. A leader in real-
time pricing and product assortment optimisation solutions,
the eight-year-old Tel Aviv-headquartered startup builds cloud-
based, automated competitive pricing and product analysis
tools. “The acquisition will also help us to have an overseas
centre to support our business in India with its 20-member
team based in Israel,” a company spokesperson told IANS.

Post-acquisition, the startup will continue to work in Tel
Aviv and become one of  Flipkart’s global centers for data
science work. “Upstream’s solutions will enable us to give
insights to our sellers, help them optimise product assortment,
pricing strategy and find gaps in the market,” noted the
statement.

The buyout is in line with Flipkart’s vision to solve e-
commerce challenges through innovations and will help
provide wider selection and better pricing for its customers.
“We have spurred e-commerce growth across the country and
solved local problems through innovations. With Upstream,
we will have tech and talent presence across Asia, Israel, the
US and some global hubs for innovation,” said company’s

Chief  Executive Kalyan Krishnamurthy on the occasion.
Backed by YL Ventures as a leading investor since its

inception in 2010, the startup will be one of  Flipkart’s
excellence centres to do cutting-edge data science work.
Upstream Chief  Executive Amos Peleg said Flipkart’s choice to
have presence in Israel through the acquisition was a vote of
confidence in his team, technology and domain expertise. “We
share the same passion for technology and vision for the
contribution of  data science in future and success of  online
retail as Flipkart,” said Peleg.

Though Flipkart has been developing machine learning
algorithms to improve the selection and pricing parametres for
sellers and helped thousands of  small and medium businesses
get online, it is betting on Upstream providing it with
automated pricing and planning better selection.

“Upstream’s expertise will be a huge addition for us and
our in-house AI capabilities, which will share actionable
insights with sellers to help them make informed decisions on
products and their pricing,” added Flipkart’s Marketplace Head
Anil Goteti. The 11-year-old e-shopping portal claims to have
over a lakh sellers and offers a whopping 80 million products
across 80 categories, including smartphones, books, media,
consumer electronics, furniture, fashion and lifestyle.

India’s leading e-tailer Flipkart has said that it has acquired
Israel-based Upstream Commerce startup for an unspecified

amount to strengthen its selection and pricing capability



F
ive-year-old hospitality start-up OYO, health and
wellness firm Cure.Fit, and on-demand delivery
service dunzo.in are among the top 25 companies
that made it to the list of  the most sought after
start-ups in India released by LinkedIn in

September.
The list revealed that Bengaluru has emerged as a major

hub for start-ups to rise and shine. Out of  the 25 companies
on the list, 11 are headquartered in Bengaluru, seven in
Mumbai, three in Gurugram and two each in New Delhi and
Pune. In the list from the Microsoft-owned professional
networking platform, B2B (business-to-business) companies
make up 50 per cent of  the list whereas 20 per cent of  the
companies - Nineleaps, Zapr Media Labs, BrowsterStack,
SigTuple and Exadatum—are deep technology-based. Topping
the first edition of  LinkedIn’s India list is Gurugram-
headquartered OYO which is already India’s largest hotel
network with more than 100,000 rooms in 230 cities—
compared to Marriott’s 23,000 and Taj Hotels’ 17,000,
LinkedIn said in a blog post.

Over the last nine months, the budget hotel brand, which
has a headcount of  4,700, has ventured into Malaysia, China
and Britain. Next comes the Bengaluru-headquartered wellness
start-up Cure.Fit which has four offerings—no-equipment
gyms, health food, yoga and meditation centres, and primary
care.  The company just raised $120 million from existing
investors and acquired premium gym chain Fitness First in
a deal worth $30-$35 million, LinkedIn said. 

The company to occupy the third position on the list
is dunzo.in, which is also headquartered in Bengaluru.

Dunzo has the distinction of  being Google’s first direct start-
up investment in India, LinkedIn said. The other companies
on the LinkedIn “Top Startups List” for India are Rivigo,
Digit Insurance, Little Black Book, Republic World, The
Minimalist, Razorpay, Innov8 Coworking, Schbang, Acko

General Insurance, Treebo Hotels, InCred, Jumbotail,
Udaan.com, UpGrad.com, InterviewBit, Shuttl, and

Meesho. In preparing the list, LinkedIn measured
the start-ups based on four pillars—
employment growth, engagement, job interest
and attraction of  top talent—between July 1,
2017 and June 30, 2018. �

LinkedIn’s Most
sought after startups
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French investment 

interest in Odisha

A
French business delegation led by Alexandre
Ziegler, Ambassador of  France to India, met
Odisha Chief  Minister Naveen Patnaik in
September to explore investment
opportunities in the state. The Chief

Minister requested the French companies to invest in the
state and participate in the second ‘Make in Odisha
conclave’ scheduled to be held in Bhubaneswar from
November 11 to 15.

“Honoured to meet CM of  #Odisha, @Naveen_Odisha
with a French business delegation. Thank you for an
insightful conversation on how to increase our footprint in
this fast growing state! #franceinindia,” the French
Ambassador tweeted. The delegation said that since Odisha
has the appropriate environment for financial investment,
France will put in efforts to boost commercial ties with the
state. France has expressed its intent to invest in the hotel,
steel, electrical appliances, energy and other sectors, said a
statement from the Chief  Minister’s Office.

Informing that Odisha has now become an attractive
destination for investment, the Chief  Minister said a socio-
economic and commercial bond can be established between
India and France with investments in Odisha. He said
Odisha is the aluminium capital of  South Asia accounting
for over 54 per cent of  the country’s production. “By
producing 54% of  aluminium in the country, Odisha has
been termed as the aluminium capital of  South Asia.

Similarly, the country’s 25% steel is produced in Odisha.
Thus, the state has earned fame as a steel hub,” said Patnaik.

He said Odisha has its Vision-2030 for the development
of  downstream and ancillary industries in the metal sector.
The state government will formulate a policy on defence
and aerospace sectors soon, he added. Earlier, Industries
secretary Sanjeev Chopra showcased the business ecosystem
of  Odisha to the French delegation in a meeting in
Bhubaneswar. �
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Ola set for 
NZ debut

In September, Indian ride-sharing major Ola has said
it will soon launch its services in New Zealand starting
with Auckland, Christchurch and Wellington.

“Ola plans to enter New Zealand to provide both
drivers and passengers a safe way to get around
Auckland, Christchurch and Wellington,” the city-based
online cab aggregator said in a statement.

The company however, did not specify the launch
date of  its services in New Zealand.

Ola’s plans to launch in New Zealand comes after it
forayed into Australia in February and the UK in
August. It currently operates in seven Australian cities,
including Sydney, Melbourne and Perth and in the UK’s
Cardiff, Newport and Vale of  Glamorgan, with plans to
expand across the country by the year-end.

“We see an opportunity in New Zealand to provide
a fair alternative in the ride share space for both
customers and drivers. We invested in understanding the
New Zealand customer and have devised the strategy to
meet their transport needs,” the company’s Chief
Executive Bhavish Aggarwal said.

Delhi best airport

The national capital’s Indira Gandhi International
Airport (IGIA) has bagged the title of  Best Airport to
handle over 40 million passengers per annum (MPPA) by
the Airport Service Quality (ASQ) Awards 2017.

The Delhi International Airport Ltd (DIAL), a GMR-
led consortium which operates and manages the IGIA,
made the announcement in September.

“As we witness robust growth, we look forward to a
strong collaboration and support of  all airport stakeholders
and our esteemed passengers. We are set to undertake the
expansion works at Delhi airport in line with IGIA Master
Plan-2016,” I. Prabhakara Rao, Executive Director, GMR
Airports, was quoted as saying in a statement.

According to the statement, the Delhi airport is now the
seventh busiest airport in Asia and among the top 20 busiest
airports across the world. ASQ is a worldwide programme
to survey passengers at the airport on their day of  travel.
Every year the programme delivers some 600,000 individual
surveys in 41 languages in 84 countries.

Bank mergers
As the government in September proposed amalgamation

of  Bank of  Baroda (BoB), Vijaya Bank and Dena Bank into
the country’s third-largest bank, BoB Managing Director P.S.
Jayakumar said it may happen in four to six months. “Going
by past practices, the merger may take four to six months. It
can be speeded up also...it depends,” Jayakumar told reporters
after Finance Minister Arun Jaitley and Financial Services
Secretary Rajeev Kumar announced the proposal.

The envisaged amalgamation will be the first-ever three-
way consolidation of  banks in India, with a combined
business of  Rs 14.82 lakh crore. The combined entity will have
a net NPA ratio at 5.71 per cent, better than public sector
banks (PSB)’s average of  12.13 per cent. “With the benefit of
scale working in, with greater distribution and more
opportunities for products for costumers etc., a reasonable
assumption is that there will be good opportunity to come but
it is something that will happen in due course,” he said.

The boards of  the three state-run banks are expected to

Mr P S Jayakumar

meet shortly and consider the government’s proposal and
decide the merger ratio and other details of  the scheme of
amalgamation. The government’s shareholding will be as
per the merger ratio.
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guRugRam 
nEEdn’t go
dEtRoIt way

Cities and regions always have a variety of factors

that come into play to pull them out of anonymity

By Amit Kapoor  

F
or Bengaluru it was favourable weather and a growing pool of  engi-
neers graduating from the colleges surrounding it and favourable
weather. For New York it was the proximity to the sea and the in-
coming stream of  immigrants. The story of  Gurgaon (now Guru-
gram) was similar. In some ways, the story began with the setting up

of  the industrial plant by Maruti Suzuki in the city. The recent announcement by
the company to relocate out of  Gurugram, therefore, presents a unique insight
into the causes of  rise and fall of  cities.

Gurugram’s rise coincided with India’s larger move towards a more open econ-
omy from the mid-1980s, which later gathered momentum in early 1990s. A bulk
of  the city’s industrial base began developing before this period when Maruti
Suzuki came into the picture in 1981—a time when Gurugram was just a village
that was struggling to develop into a town. Again, multiple factors played a role
in attracting the company to the region, but it became a magnet for other manu-
facturing firms to shift base as well.

The city’s fortunes changed further in early 1990s with the introduction of  mar-
ket reforms that led to the emergence of  India’s outsourcing industry. Multina-
tional companies started looking for office space to house thousands of  employees
in call centres. Gurugram, which had availability of  cheap land in abundance owing
to favourable land acquisition policies and development of  a robust real estate in-
dustry by private players like DLF, proved to be an attractive location for these
companies. The proximity to Delhi and the airport also worked in its favour.

The only complexity that ailed the city was an utter lack of  basic infrastructure
like electricity, water supply and security, among other amenities. Despite these
challenges Gurugram has been able to emerge as one of  the world’s biggest out-
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sourcing hubs. The agglomeration of  firms invested in the
basic infrastructural development of  the city by bringing in
private players that provided power backups due to short-
age of  electricity, security personnel due to safety concerns,
borewells for water scarcity etc. 

The benefits of  these investments were collectively ac-
crued by the firms as the new business formation that took
place in the region attracted diverse talent pool ranging
from technical experts to creative minds. The well-educated
urban professionals that moved to work for big corpora-
tions stimulated the process of  urbanisation. This led to the
doubling of  Gurugram’s population between 2001 and
2011, from 876,000 to more than 1.5 million. Due to the in-
efficiency of  the government, residents’ organisations
started pooling money to build parks, fix potholes and to
provide for other basic services.

But the private players providing services in the city
have created additional problems. For starters, the ground-
water level in the city has depleted due to the private
borewells and the lack of  proper sewage system has pol-
luted nearby rivers and lands. This unplanned urbanised
and developed city is now facing the disadvantages of  spa-
tial clustering. The excessive clustering of  businesses and
people has led to overcrowding, increased land prices, and
longer commuting timing. 

All of  these factors make a region unproductive for
business and the developmental cycle of  a city comes full
circle. The causes of  agglomeration that had brought
about the success of  a city in the first place become inim-
ical to its own progress. The relocation of  Maruti’s plant
is symbolic of  such a deagglomeration phase of  develop-
ment for Gurugram.

However, this does not necessarily imply an inevitable
demise for the city. New York city, which was an economic
centre for America as the shipping route for the country
passed through it, managed to find itself  on the brink of
bankruptcy by the 1970s as commodity shipping moved
northwards to a larger canal. But the city quickly reinvented
itself  into a financial hub as the country moved towards a
service-based economy where economic density and human
capital are valued more than infrastructural facilities. An-
other American city, Detroit, which was a manufacturing
hub at one point of  time, failed to make a similar transfor-
mation with the times and perished in the process.

Gurugram needs to reinvent itself  if  it has to survive.
The existence of  a thriving services hub in the form of  its
outsourcing and off-shoring industry works well in its
favour. But the government needs to step in to address the
issue of  resource exploitation that was bound to ensue with
higher dependence on private solutions for public services.
At the same time, the state government should also utilise
this opportunity to build manufacturing clusters in sur-
rounding suburban cities, which can serve the purposes
which Gurugram cannot any more. Such opportunities of
regional and cluster development should not be missed. �

—Amit Kapoor is chair, Institute for Competitiveness. 

Chirag Yadav, senior researcher, Institute for 

Competitiveness, has contributed to the article
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More Bravia 
from Sony

Taking its popular BRAVIA OLED TV line-up to a
new level, Sony India in September launched “A9F”
under its “Master Series” with features like Netflix
calibrated mode, hands-free voice search and TV centre
speaker mode to work with home theatre systems.

Running Android TV 8.0 Oreo operating system
(OS), the new television series—“KD-55A9F” (55-inch)
that costs Rs 3,99,990 while “KD-65A9F” (65-inch) is
priced at Rs 5,59.990—will be available in India
fromSeptember 20. Equipped with “X1 Ultimate”
picture processor and “pixel contrast booster”—which
is Sony’s original panel controller for OLED—the TVs
would deliver 4K HDR picture quality and better
contrast, the company said in a statement. Sony has
incorporated “single slate design” in its new TV offering
with only one stand in the back to hold it up. The TVs
also come with “Acoustic Surface Audio+” technology
to facilitate multi-dimensional sounds. 

“The TVs would provide a faster, easier and more
intuitive interface for the consumers to use,” the
company claimed. 

Chinese Consul General in Kolkata, Ma Zhanwu, in
September suggested a bullet train service between
Kunming and Kolkata through Myanmar and Bangladesh.

“If  the project becomes a reality, it will take only two
hours to complete 2,000-km journey, compared with flights
that take almost two hours and 30 minutes,” Ma said at a
conference in Kolkata. “Most talked about is the bullet train
from Kunming to Kolkata and from Kolkata to Kunming.
Maybe in the coming decade, it will just take two hours from
Kolkata via Dhaka and Myanmar to Kunming,” he said.

He said the service will give a thrust to trade and
commerce in the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM)
corridor. Ma said the project figured in the Greater Mekong
Subregion meet in Kunming in 2015.

China pitches for
Kunming-Kolkata

bullet train

WB to woo foreign investors
Chief  Minister Mamata Banerjee is visiting Germany and

Italy to attract overseas investments to West Bengal.
According to officials, her visits will be between September
16-28. She would be accompanied by Industries and Finance
Minister Amit Mitra, Chief  Secretary Malay De and Additional
Chief  Secretary Hari Krishna Dwivedi. “I am going to
Frankfurt and Milan to bring in more business and industry to
the state. We will be holding two meetings—one in Frankfurt
and another in Milan,” she told reporters at state Secretariat
Nabanna. Banerjee said that she was invited by industrialists,
businessmen and government from the two European
countries during the Bengal Global Business Summit this year.
Banerjee said two committees comprising Ministers and senior
officials had been constituted to deal with any emergency and
natural calamity during her foreign tour.

Speaking on the partial collapse of  the Majherhat bridge,
she said that a probe committee led by the Chief  Secretary
had submitted the preliminary report, following which the

Ms Mamata
Banerjee

state had decided to demolish the bridge and build a new one
within a year. Banerjee accused the Centre of  “showing
audacity and arrogance”, and claimed that the BJP would be
defeated in the 2019 general elections.



“Big money in space”

T
he Indian space agency’s commercial arm
Antrix Corporation is waiting for India Inc to
enter the multi-billion dollar space business in
a big way and invest in making and launching
rockets and satellites for customers worldwide.

“There is big money to make in the space business for
Indian corporates. We do not mind whether it is Tatas,
Birlas, Ambanis or someone else, as there is no dearth of
big corporates in India to invest in the space industry,”
Antrix Chairman and Managing Director S. Rakesh told
IANS in an interview here on the margins of  a space trade
event. Admitting that the Indian space business, driven
solely by the state-run Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO), had been frugal, Rakesh said India Inc was not
looking at space as a business, as it had not been generating
much money hitherto. Not anymore.

As the global space business is a whopping USD 330
billion (Rs 23 lakh crore) and growing 2-3 per cent annually,
there is huge money for Indian corporates to make in the
Small Satellite Launch Vehicle (SSLV) market and sending
satellite constellations for various activities spanning civilian
and military use. “As ISRO’s programmes (launches and
satellites) are primarily meant for societal and the country’s
needs in the civilian and defence sectors, the spare capacity
is small for commercial needs. We hope the private industry
will come forward to drive the commercial space and grow
the business,” Rakesh said.

Clarifying that as a space research organisation, although
ISRO’s responsibility was not to grow the commercial
segment of  the space industry, Rakesh said it, however, was
proposing the SSLV programme for involving the industry
directly in making smaller rockets. “The Indian industry has
to proactively involve and suggest manufacturing methods,
which is not our strength as a research entity,” he asserted.

Referring to the growing demand for real-time pictures
and data from earth observations in the market in
commercial and defence areas, Rakesh said the industry had
to come forward to make SSLVs as well as PSLVs, the
manufacturing of  which the space agency is keen to
privatise. With a cost one-tenth of  a Polar Satellite Launch
Vehicle (PSLV), the 34m-long SSLV will be used to launch
smaller satellites that weigh 500-700 kg. The low-cost SSLV
requires a dedicated launch pad with a simple vertical launch
mechanism, the Antrix executive said. With ISRO looking at
50-60 SSLV launches a year, it wants the private industry to
design, develop and manufacture them. The space agency
is also looking at many places on the east coast, including
Tamil Nadu, to set up the SSLV launch pad, as it will be
mostly for commercial purposes.

“Though SSLV will be initially launched from our
rocketport at Sriharikota in Andhra Pradesh, we want to

have a separate spaceport for it later,” Rakesh stressed. The
market for small satellites is estimated to be $18 billion (Rs
1.27 lakh crore) over the next 10 years, with a potential to
generate Rs 1,500-2,000 crore business per year for India
alone, he noted. Even as there is a lull in the global space
market currently, there will soon be a huge demand, on
which India can capitalise, as it has the required
technologies, which not many countries do, said Rakesh,
ahead of  the sixth edition of  the biennial Bengaluru Space
Expo in this tech hub on September 6-8.

Rakesh also noted that the “negative” attitude of  the
corporates towards the space business was hurting despite
the country having very good technologies and a huge
opportunity to do business. “We are looking for someone to
be willing to put money in the space business,” he affirmed.

The world over, companies like SpaceX are able to
produce launch vehicles (rockets) despite its technologies
being exclusive and the quality required is of  high standard.
Hence, the Indian space agency is also looking at massive
technological transformations. “Many design concepts are
changing in the space industry. Satellite constellations are
being looked at as they give the advantage that if  one
component does not work in space, the rest of  the
constellation continues to function,” he pointed out.

Of  Antrix’s Rs 2,100-crore turnover in fiscal 2017-18,
launch services contributed Rs 250 crore. “We have an order
book of  Rs 980 crore, with Rs 500-600 crore contracts in
pipeline for launch services in this fiscal (2018-19) and next
fiscal (2019-2020),” added Rakesh. With ISRO eyeing two
launches a month to meet the country’s growing demand
for multi-purpose satellites, the space agency and its
commercial arm have busy years ahead. �

by bhavana akella

Mr S. Rakesh
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The Reliance Infrastruc-
ture Ltd-Astaldi S.p.A.(Italy)
consortium has bagged the
project for the northern ex-
tension of  the Rajiv Gandhi
Bandra Worli Sea Link from
Bandra to Versova, an offi-
cial said in September. The
consortium has signed an
agreement with the Maharashtra State Road Development
Corporation (MSRDC) for the Rs 7,000 crore Bandra-
Versova arm of  the RGBWSL within five years. In the com-
petitive bidding process, RInfra-Astaldi with its bid of  Rs
6,993.99 crore beat the L&T-Samsung and Hyundai Devel-
opment Ltd-ITD to bag what is the country’s single biggest
urban infrastructure project.

The MSRDC had floated the tenders for the construc-
tion of  the second sea link on an EPC-basis to build the
Versova-Bandra Sea Link, 17.17 km-long, or three times the
existing 5.6 km-long RGBWSL. RInfra EPC CEO Arun
Gupta said the mega-project will further propel the com-
pany as a premier EPC company in India. “Our partnership
with Astaldi S.p.A. will help us create a truly world class
mega-infrastructure project for Mumbai,” Gupta said.

RInfra-Astaldi bag largest urban project
Though the project is

slotted for completion
within five years, during
monsoons, works would be
completely stalled, giving
the consortium barely
three-and-half  years to
ready it. The present 5.6
km-long RGBWSL is a

cable-stayed bridge between Bandra and Worli was fully
opened for operations in early 2010. The country’s first
sealink road project, the RGBWSL, has slashed the travel
time between Worli-Bandra from around 40 minutes to
barely 10 minutes, and later plans were announced to ex-
tend the alternative sea route to Nariman Point in south
and to Versova and finally till Borivali in north. The RIn-
fra’s project partner is the world’s third largest player in
bridge construction and has executed the world’s fourth
longest suspension bridge Izmit Bay Bridge, Turkey worth
Rs 45,500 crore in April 2016.

That year, it also completed the Western High Speed Di-
ameter Motorway in St. Petersburg, Russia, worth Rs 17,600
crore, comprising a 12-km section with 5.3 km-long
viaducts on sea and two cable-stayed bridges.

Sony outlook positive
rector Sunil Nayyar said in Kolkata. 

For the television business, the
share of  premium products particularly
55 inch and above was to the range of
5-6 per cent in terms of  value two years
back. Now, value contribution is more
than 20 per cent already, he said on the
sidelines of  the launch event ahead of
Durga Puja festival in West Bengal.
“We continue investing in our premium
segments and make it affordable by
launching finance schemes,” said Nay-
yar, the first Indian Managing Director
of  the company. According to him,
Japanese electronics major has a 26 per
cent market share in the television mar-
ket in India in terms of  value.

“Our focus is to strengthen Sony’s
premium image not only in televisions but in all the categories,”
he said. He also said the televisions contribute nearly 60 per cent
to its total sales in India at present and nearly 15 per cent comes
from audio and another 15 per cent from digital imaging while the
remaining 10 per cent from other products. The company is aim-
ing at achieving Rs 300 crore sales during festive season in West
Bengal and is looking to achieve 27 per cent growth in television
sales from the state over previous festive season. In West Bengal,
the television maker has a 30 per cent market share in value terms.

Consumer electronics giant Sony India, which is focusing
on strengthening its premium image, expects that the share
of  premium products across categories to its revenue would
increase to 30-35 per cent in the next two years, an official
said in September. “Premium products across different cate-
gories (television, sound, digital imaging etc.) contribute about
20-25 per cent to the revenue now. In the next two years, we
expect the share (from premium products across categories)
would be around 30-35 per cent,” company’s Managing Di-

Mr Sunil Nayyar
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Mauritius expects 89,000 
Indian tourists in 2018

Island nation Mauritius is expecting about 89,000 Indian
tourists this year and several Indian movie makers to take
advantage of  its expense rebate scheme for shooting there,
said a top official of  Mauritius Tourism Promotion
Authority (MTPA) in Chennai in August.

He said one the latest Indian movie projects to be shot
in Mauritius is Ram Yug based on epic Ramayana directed
by Kunal Kohli. Curiously, a major portion of  Ramayana
epic happened in another island nation Sri Lanka. “We offer
30 per cent rebate on expenses incurred in Mauritius by a
movie producer for shooting the film in our nation,” Arvind
Bundhun, Director, MTPA told IANS. He said there is a
steady growth in Indian tourists to Mauritius and this year
about 89,000 Indian tourists are expected to visit the island
nation. “We are looking at the MICE (meetings, incentives,
conferences and exhibitions), honeymooners, high net
worth people and wedding segments from India. The
number of  Indian tourists to visit Mauritius is expected to
touch 1,20,000 by 2020,” Bundhun added. Last year, about
86,000 Indians visited Mauritius.

He said a pharmaceutical company and an insurance
company will be having their conference in Mauritius with
several hundreds of  people participating in it. According to
Bundhun, the dip in Chinese tourists to Mauritius is being
offset by tourists from other countries. Comparing the tourists

Mr Arvind
Bundhun

from India with that from Europe Bundhun said that “If
Indian tourists come on a seven-night stay they would go out
to see various places for six nights. On the other hand, a
European tourist would stay put in his hotel for six nights and
venture out only on one night.” He also said the hotels in
Mauritius have now tuned their offering to Indian habits like
eating the breakfast a bit late in the morning. Meanwhile the
Mauritius High Commissioner to India Jagdishwar
Goburdhun who was present at the MTPA roadshow here
said the bilateral trade between India and his nation is growing.

Tech Mahindra skills employees

Aiming to reskill and upskill its workforce in next-gen
technologies, software major Tech Mahindra in September
announced a partnership with FutureSkills--an initiative by
IT industry’s apex body Nasscom. Launched in February
2018, FutureSkills is a new-age learning experience platform
for building skills in nine futuristic technology areas, 66

Mr CP Gurnani

new-age jobs roles and over 155 skills. 
The partnership will enable Tech Mahindra to curate the

courseware and leverage FutureSkills’ learning features like
micro-learning, smart cards, live-casting, peer-to-peer
interaction, AI (Artificial Intelligence) based curated
learning pathways and journeys to reskill its workforce
globally. “The tremendous pace at which digital
technologies are disrupting businesses today is creating an
immediate demand for professionals who can work with
next gen technologies to deliver state-of-the-art solutions
and services,” CP Gurnani, Managing Director and CEO,
Tech Mahindra, said in a statement. 

“FutureSkills will provide access to best-in-class learning
and enable our associates to develop skills in futuristic
technologies to excel in the changing market dynamics,”
Gurnani added. The tech major has also tied up with online
education partners like Unity Technologies, Pluralsight,
edX.org. “Nasscom’s FutureSkills platform is a cornerstone
for the industry to build upon this tide of  new age
technologies, to ensure that we leverage our demographic
dividend effectively and become a global power in the field,”
said Debjani Ghosh, President at Nasscom.
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Australian bank goes digital 
with Infosys cloud software

Software major Infosys has said that the Australian
Military Bank (AMB) went live digitally on the Finacle cloud
platform of  its subsidiary EdgeVerve Systems. “Our Finacle
cloud software has enabled AMB offer world class banking
experience on digital platform, implemented on the
software as a service (SaaS) model in 10 months,” said the
Bengaluru-based IT firm in a statement.

As Australia’s longest defence financial institution, the
Sydney-based AMB has been serving its military personnel
and their families nearly six decades since 1959. “Our
financial software product (Finacle) has enabled the bank
gain operational benefits and cost efficiencies besides
enhanced security and scalability,” said the statement.

The digital banking solution stack is hosted out of  the
company’s data centres in the country. Finacle has replaced
the bank’s legacy systems to keep pace with technology
developments and allow a speedy response to market
demands. “The digital software also enables open
application programming interfaces (APIs) that overcome
limitations for the bank’s ability to work with ecosystem
partners,” the statement noted. The bank has been
processing about 40,000 mixed transactions daily, including
22,000 with card and nearly 7,000 composite payments on
the digital platform.

The system has helped the bank make the origination

process simpler and lend A$61 million worth of  loans
during the first month of  using the new software. The bank
is able to onboard new members and open accounts,
enabling transactions within minutes. It has opened 3,000
new accounts since going digital and had 46 per cent
increase in the use of  its internet banking and a whopping
116 per cent hike in the use of  its mobile application.

“The bank’s customers can make budget, set targets and
track spends with its personal finance management tool,”
reiterated the statement.

NE gets Rs 190,000 crore for roads

Road and Transport Minister Nitin Gadkari has said that
the central Government has sanctioned a whooping Rs
190,000 crore to develop 12,000 km road projects in the
northeastern states. Detailing the sanctioned amount, he
said the government had sanctioned Rs 166,026 crore for
construction of  10,892 km of  roads in all eight states under

Mr Nitin Gadkari

the National Highways and Infrastructure Development
Corp Ltd.

Another amount of  Rs 17,257 crore was sanctioned for
various states’ Public Works Departments for construction
of  2,421 km length of  roads. The National Highway
Authority of  India has been sanctioned Rs 7,000 crore for
road construction.

“Our government is giving the highest priority for the
development of  road infrastructure in the northeast. We are
getting good results but we need cooperation from the state
government to resolve land acquisition, forest and
environmental clearances, and encroachment solutions to
accelerate construction of  road projects,” he told
journalists.

Gadkari held a marathon review meeting with Chief
Ministers and Public Works Department Ministers of  the
eight northeastern states here in Meghalaya.

“We have taken a lot decisions for the infrastructural
development of  northeast and the meeting was fruitful,” he
said, even as he cautioned that there would be no
compromise on the quality of  work and zero tolerance
towards corruption.
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“technology must always be used
for the betterment of society”

—Shri Deepak Vasant Kesarkar, Minister of State,

Finance, Rural Development, Government of India 

T
he Economic Times successfully concluded the
inaugural edition of  the BFSI Innovation Tribe
Awards & Summit at Hotel Sahara Star today.
The day long event was based on the theme of
“Disrupt, Develop, Demonstrate”. The confer-

ence was designed and crafted to bring innovation and bank-
ing leaders on one platform to discuss and deliberate the
future amidst the current challenges and pressing issues of
all time. With an eclectic mix of  panel discussions, keynotes,
fireside chats, case studies, inclusive session and felicitations,
the conference offered something for all audiences. 

The conference witnessed power packed panels and was
an apt platform for networking and experiencing live inter-
views & global stories. The forum gave insight into new
technologies and sparked conversations that made it possi-
ble to gain insight into the evolving marketplace. 

The esteemed panel of  speakers included Manoj Ad-
lakha, CEO, American Express; Rakesh Singh, CEO, Aditya
Birla Finance; Sanjaya Gupta, MD, PNB Housing Finance;
Suresh Sethi, CEO, India Post Payments Bank; Surojit
Shome, CEO, DBS Bank; Suniti Nanda, Fintech Officer,
Maharashtra Government; Balsingh Rajput, Superintendent
of  Police, Cyber Cell, Maharashtra Police; Madhivanan Bal-
akrishnan, CTDO, ICICI Bank; Rajeev Ahuja, Executive Di-
rector, RBL Bank; MukulSachan, Co-Founder,
Lendingkraft; Rajnish Khare, Head Digital – Banking,
HDFC Bank; JitendraMahapatra, AVP & Head – Digital &
Payments Analytics, Axis Bank; Puneet Kumar, Senior Ex-
ecutive Vice President, Kotak Mahindra Bank; Mrutunjay
Mahapatra, DMD & CIO, State Bank of  India; Deepak
Sharma, Chief  Digital Officer, Kotak Mahindra Bank; Papia
Sengupta, Executive Director, Bank of  Baroda; Devendra
Kumar Vyas, CEO, Srei Equipment Finance; Nanda Sam-
brani, Head – ERCG, Reliance General Insurance; Rahul
Chari, Founder & CTO, PhonePe; Sangram Singh, CEO,
Freecharge; Ketan Patel, CEO, CASHe; Vivek Gupta,
Country Head, R3; Raman Aggarwal, Chairman, FIDC; Y.
S. Chakravarti, ED & COO, Shriram City Union Finance;
Adv. Puneet Bhasin, Cyber Law Expert –
Proprietor/Founder Cyberjure Legal Consulting, Amit
Godhekar, VP – Cyber Security Motilal Oswal Financial
Services; Deepak Sharma, Chief  Digital Banking Officer,
Kotak Mahindra Bank; Ratna Pawan, Security Risk HSBC
Operations & Technologies, S. Sridharan, VP – CISO,
NCDEX, Sanjay Sharma, MD Ayefin; and Sridhar Sidhu,

Head – Enterprise Information Security Service & Regula-
tory Compliance Risk Services Groups Wells Fargo.

Sharing his thoughts at the summit Shri Deepak Vasant
Kesarkar, Maharashtra’s Minister Of  State-Finance, Rural De-
velopment, Government of  India said, “Technology must al-
ways be used for the betterment of  society. We cannot think
about just urban India. Rural India, which comprises 80% of
India’s land area, can use technology across farming, agricul-
tural areas, horticulture and much more. For instance, con-
necting farmers in rural areas with consumers in urban areas
will see both profit, and that is when technology will be at its
most useful. We are looking to use technology to improve the
lives of  Indians across rural and urban India.”

Speaking on the occasion, Ms. Suniti Nanda, Fintech of-
ficer, Maharashtra Government said, “When people are cre-
ating FinTech solutions, but we’re not adopting them, there
is a problem to be addressed. It’s very easy to say that this
is an issue with the startups, but these are excuses and we
need to see what the issue is and fix it. If  you look at the
number of  startups shutting shop on a daily basis, it’s not a
good sign. If  we want to see India as a global innovator, we
need to do more. That’s why the government of  Maharash-
tra has created a FinTech policy earlier this year.” �

Mr Deepak Vasant Kesarkar
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COLUMN: YOGI ASHWINI MIND AND BODY

T
he Vedic sciences are a perfect science because
they deal in all aspects of  creation, not just the
physically manifested creation (vyakt) that you
see around you but also the unmanifested cre-
ation (avyakt). Human being becomes a part

of vyakt as well as of avyakt. From avyakt, vyakt manifests
and both are two parts of  the same composite whole.

The Vedic sciences are real and so is the gyan which they
give, tried and time-tested over thousands of  year vis-à-vis
the modern sciences which do not stand to the test of  time
and always come with the law of  ceteris paribus, that is, all
other things being constant. 

Let us pick up a basic aspect of  the Vedic sciences,
which is, healing and health of  the human body. Diets
which pertain to red meat, especially of  cows which eat
plastic wastes, garbage and hospital waste and also the
milk from such cows are highly toxic and acidic in con-
tent. They say that you become what you eat, by eating
these foods your body tends to get a highly acidic form.
In 1912, a Frenchman Alexis Carell conducted an exper-
iment where he kept chicken cells, which normally live for
6-7 years, alive for nearly 20 years in an alkaline solution.
The cells died only when one day his assistant forgot to
change the water and the content became acidic. It was
concluded that human cells, just like chicken cells, can
also go on forever provided the environment they are liv-
ing in is non-toxic. 

Toxicity is not just in the food we eat; it is also a func-
tion of  negative emotions and wrong lifestyle, or, in other
words, an anti-yogic lifestyle. These factors contribute to
acidic nature and ultimate destruction of  the physical body
through pain and disease. Disease happens because of  the
environment, not because of  the nature of  cell, which is
balance. The solution lies in consuming alkaline diets and
gradually converting your body from acidic to alkaline. Then

the lifespan of  cell would increase and the diseases, which
body is going through, will be reversed.

Another tool given by the vedic seers is that of  yagyas. In
a yagya it is important to ensure that the samidha (wood) and
samagri is pure and ghrit or cow’s ghee is procured from
cows whose calf  is not weaned, else they will have toxicity
and the gods will not accept it. Mantra which the Guru gives
you, depending on the kind of  yagya you want to perform
and the siddhis that you are looking for, has to be siddha by
the guru otherwise the mantra becomes fruitless and the
manifestation of  thought will not happen. 

A clear cut sign of  success of  yagya is the appearance of
the devpurush. It can be in the form of  Om, a divine syllable
or god or goddess or even form of  your Guru. When these
manifestations happen and the yagya is smokeless, you will
know that the yagya is successful. At Dhyan Ashram, we
click pictures of  yagyas and you will notice that they are not
edited or morphed. Also there is no smoke emitting from
the fire. These indicate purity of  the sadhak where the bhav

(thought), which is most important, is also there. These five
composites make the yagya complete where divine manifes-
tations happen which can be used for good health, purifi-
cation of  environment or for your upliftment. 

So a pure composition of  yagyas and keeping the body
alkaline results in good health and ensures you do not die
in pain but leave the body in happiness, with satisfaction
in what you’ve done, at will, into higher dimensions. The
vedic sciences should be taken very seriously because they
are the basis of  the entire manifested and unmanifested
creation. �

—Yogi Ashwini is the Guiding Light of  Dhyan Foundation 

and can be reached at www.dhyanfoundation.com

PErFEctIon oF
VEdIc scIEncEs

By Yogi Ashwini
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A
night of  remarkable celebrations when for the
first time ever, the Conservative Friends of
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh joined hands to
celebrate the appointment of  the first ever
Asian Home Secretary, the Rt. Hon. Sajid Javid

MP in Her Majesty’s Government. This Celebratory dinner was
held at the Sheraton Grand Hotel, London on Thursday the
13th of  September 2018. Over 350 elite guests attended along
with the Chairman of  the Conservative Party, the Rt. Hon
Brandon Lewis MP. The Chief  Executive of  the Party, Sir Mick
Davis, Lord Howard Leigh, Lord Diljit Rana, Vice Chair of
the Conservative Party Helen Grant MP, Minister at the Dept
of  Business, The Hon. Richard Harrington MP, Nusrat Ghani
MP, Alan Mak MP, Anne Main MP, Wendy Morton MP, Dr
Sajjad Haider MEP all graced the occasion along with several
other distinguished guests.

Dr Rami Ranger CBE, Co-Chairman of  the Conservative
Friends of  India welcomed the guests and expressed his delight
on celebrating jointly with the Conservative Friends of  India,
Pakistan and Bangladesh. He went on say that they were not

only celebrating Asian success but also diversity in Great
Britain. He said, “Diversity in the UK is accepted, respected
and protected by law and that the Conservative Party is the
Party of  natural choice for Asians as they share similar values
such as family support, hard work and enterprise.”

Mr Zameer Choudrey CBE, Chairman of  the Conservative
Friends of  Pakistan, paid tribute to the Javid family and
congratulated the parents and family on this milestone
achievement and expressed the importance of  the Party for
the Asian community. He went on to say that he was pleased
to be part of  the joint celebrations.

Mr Bajloor Rashid MBE, Vice Chairman of  the
Conservative Friends of  Bangladesh also congratulated the
Home Secretary and emphasised the success of  the Asian
community and diversity and harmony within Great Britain.

The Home Secretary was introduced by Cllr Reena Ranger
and the Rt Hon Sajid Javid, said he was overwhelmed with the
event and recalled that how Dr Ranger CBE mentioned that he
would host a celebratory dinner amongst a handful of  his
friends to celebrate his appointment. He said he certainly did

NEW ASIAN 

Dr Rami Ranger CBE, Mr Zameer Choudrey CBE, Mr Bajloor Rashid MBE 
with the Home Secretary, The Rt. Hon. Sajid Javid MP
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not expect such a grand event. He paid tribute to Britain’s
Asian communities and their success and how they owed this
to their parents and grandparents who through sheer hard
work and sacrifice built a better life for their children. He
likened this to “standing on the shoulders of  giants”. He
attributed all of  his success to his parents and stressed how
Conservative values were the natural values for the Asian
community.

The Rt Hon Brandon Lewis was introduced by Dr Rami
Ranger CBE as a leader who leads by example from the front
and works incredibly hard for the Party.

The Chairman, the Rt Hon Brandon Lewis spoke about
his admiration for the Home Secretary and of  his talent and
hard work in serving the country and how proud he was to see
the alliance of  the Conservative Friends of  India, Pakistan and
Bangladesh in jointly hosting the celebrations. He spoke of  his
commitment to diversity and serving the Asian communities

and working to develop a greater engagement by the Party.
Mr. Richard Harrington MP, Minister for Business, Energy

and Industrial Strategy, introduced the Party Chief  Executive
Sir Mick Davis to give a ‘Vote of  Thanks’.

Sir Mick Davis particularly thanked the organising team
behind the event including the caterer Ragamama Ragasaan,
the London Cabaret Club and VP Bhangra for the
entertainment. Sir Mick mentioned how the event was a great
success and how together and united the Party could make
Britain great for us all. He asked the guests to support the Party
financially as prosperity could not be enjoyed free of  cost.

Bouquets were presented to Mrs Javid, the Home
Secretary’s mother, and to Mrs Laura Javid, the Home
Secretary’s wife whose birthday was also celebrated on the
night, by Mrs Renu Ranger and Mrs Rakshanda Choudrey and
the loyal toast to Her Majesty the Queen was given by Dr Atul
Pathak OBE. �

HOME SECRETARY

LEFT: Dr Rami Ranger CBE, Co-Chairman of the
Conservative Friends of India giving his welcome address.
RIGHT: Mr Zameer Choudrey CBE, Chairman of the

Conservative Friends of Pakistan, addressing the guests

LEFT: The London Cabaret Club with their stunning performance. RIGHT: Guests enjoying the evening

LEFT: Mr Bajloor Rashid MBE, Vice Chairman of the
Conservative Friends of Bangladesh is congratulating the
Home Secretary for his success. RIGHT: The Home

Secretary, The Rt. Hon. Sajid Javid MP addressing the guests
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Bindra eyes second
MP term in nZ

By Mayank Chhaya

ith his first three-year term as a Member
of  Parliament in New Zealand behind

him, Mumbai-born Mahesh Bindra is
biding his time for the next phase of  his

engagement in his adopted country’s public
life. “With some luck I might get a second

term, but irrespective of  that I enjoy being
part of  politics in a democratically vibrant

country,” Bindra told IANS on the sidelines of
the recently-concluded World Hindu Congress in

Lombard near Chicago where he was a special
invitee. Travelling to New Zealand with his wife and

three children in 2002, Bindra has attained a position
of  political prominence after becoming an MP in

2014. From being a principal correctional officer at the
Mount Eden prison, which then had 400 inmates,

Bindra’s career took a political turn when he asked a
tough question of  Winston Peters, leader of  the

controversial New Zealand First party who is also the
country’s deputy prime minister and foreign minister, at a
public gathering.

Peters and his party had the reputation for race-baiting
and Bindra being an outspoken man wanted to find out the
truth for himself. A candid exchange with Peters prompted
the latter to invite Bindra to join the party and consider
politics. “I come from a political family. My father was an
active member of  the Bharatiya Jana Sangh. When Peters
asked me to consider a political career it seemed like a
natural progression,” he said.

He became a member of  NZ First in 2006 over cautions
of  fellow Indian immigrants, many of  whom thought Peters
and his party was racist. “I studied the party’s policies

w
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closely. In fact, Peters even asked me to make policy
suggestions over immigration. My many interactions told
me that the perceptions of  NZ First being racist were
unfounded and in fact Peters and others were open to
suggestions,” he said.

When he first contested for parliament from the Mount
Roskill constituency in the city of  Auckland in 2011, he got
419 votes and was placed 21st on the party list. It was only
after he began rising steadily that in 2014 he was elected to
parliament under New Zealand’s rather complex electoral
system. Although his first term ended last year, there are
strong expectations that he will return in 2020.

During his term as MP, Bindra was appointed
spokesman for Corrections, Customs, Ethnic Affairs and
Land Information New Zealand.

In a country where the aboriginal Maori population
constitutes about 15 percent of  the total of  4.74 million

people, Bindra won their hearts when he took his oath in
the Maori language apart from English. He said the Maori
members were “overcome” by his gesture. “I told them it
was my way of  respecting and acknowledging the original
inhabitants of  New Zealand,” he said.

Bindra said he is conscious of  the fact that the Maori
make up more than 50 per cent of  the prison population
and wants to continue his engagement to address the often
unjust legal system. “Race relations in New Zealand are, by
and large, healthy, but we have our own challenges. As an
immigrant, I feel it is my duty to play my part in improving
them, especially for the Maori people,” he said.

Bindra sees himself  as a long-term politician dedicated
to represent New Zealand in “the best possible way I can”.
He believes that Indians in their adopted countries around
the world must get involved in politics at all levels “because
that is the best way to assimilate and get heard”. �

Mr Mahesh Bindra
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CYBER SECURITY

Cybersecurity, data privacy
biggest concerns for Indian
businesses: Dell survey

M
ost business leaders in India regard data
privacy and cybersecurity concerns as the
biggest barrier to their digital transforma-
tion, a new report from Dell Technologies
has said. According to the research, 93 per

cent of Indian businesses are facing major impediments to
digital transformation today.
Almost half of Indian business leaders believe they will

struggle to meet changing customer demands within five
years, according to the report tilted “Digital Transforma-
tion Index” (DT Index).
Offering insights into the areas where Indian businesses

are considering investment to drive their digital transfor-
mation, the research showed that regulation or legislative
changes and lack of the right in-house skill sets and ex-
pertise are the other top concerns for Indian businesses.
The research also indicates that businesses are taking

steps to overcome their barriers, along with the threat of
being outmanoeuvred from more nimble, innovative play-
ers. Close to 75 per cent of Indian businesses—19 per cent
more than in China—intend to invest in cybersecurity in
the next one to three years, according to the report.
Conducted in collaboration with Intel Corp, the re-

search showed that 67 per cent of Indian businesses intend
to invest in IoT (Internet of Things) technologies - 11 per
cent more than that of Chinese companies.
While 62 per cent of Indian businesses intend to invest

in multi-Cloud (7 per cent more than Chinese firms), 61 per
cent of Indian businesses intend to invest in Artificial In-
telligence (only one per cent more than companies in

China), the findings showed.
For this study, independent research firm Vanson

Bourne surveyed 200 business leaders in India from mid to
large-size companies to gauge their organisations’ place on
the Dell Technologies Digital Transformation Index. The
global results of the report, based on 4,600 respondents
from 42 countries, will be released in early 2019, Dell Tech-
nologies said. The report said that 37 per cent of Indian
businesses plan to invest in Blockchain, 31 per cent in
quantum computing and 42 per cent in augmented real-
ity/virtual reality (AR/VR) technologies in the next one to
three years. “The next digital era has arrived and it’s re-
shaping the way we live, work and conduct business.
Which means that time is of the essence. Genuine trans-
formation needs to happen now, and it needs to be radical,”
Alok Ohrie, President and Managing Director - India Com-
mercial, Dell EMC, said in a statement.
The findings showed that just 12 per cent of Indian busi-

nesses are “Digital Leaders” - companies that are digitally
advanced - up from 8 per cent in 2016 when the previous
edition of the report was published. The share of “Digital
Adopters”—companies that have a mature digital plan, in-
vestments and innovations in place—went up to 34 per
cent this year, from 29 per cent in 2016. The share of “Digi-
tal Evaluators”, companies that are cautiously and gradu-
ally embracing digital transformation has grown to 40 per
cent, from 37 per cent in 2016. The percentage of “Digital
Followers” (a digitally immature group) has also dropped,
from 21 per cent in 2016, to 14 per cent in 2018, according
to the survey. �








